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Abstract—Unpredictable node mobility, low node density, and lack of global information make it challenging to achieve effective data

forwarding in Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs). Most of the current data forwarding schemes choose the nodes with the best

cumulative capability of contacting others as relays to carry and forward data, but these nodes may not be the best relay choices within

a short time period due to the heterogeneity of transient node contact characteristics. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to

improve the performance of data forwarding with a short time constraint in DTNs by exploiting the transient social contact patterns.

These patterns represent the transient characteristics of contact distribution, network connectivity and social community structure in

DTNs, and we provide analytical formulations on these patterns based on experimental studies of realistic DTN traces. We then

propose appropriate forwarding metrics based on these patterns to improve the effectiveness of data forwarding. When applied to

various data forwarding strategies, our proposed forwarding metrics achieve much better performance compared to existing schemes

with similar forwarding cost.

Index Terms—Forwarding, transient contact pattern, social network, delay-tolerant network, centrality, community
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [13], mobile devices
such as PDAs, laptops and Smartphones are only

intermittently connected due to mobility and low node
density. As a result, it is hard to maintain an end-to-end
connection. To forward data to a destination, node mobility
is exploited to let nodes (relays) physically carry data, and
forward data opportunistically upon contact with others.
The key problem for data forwarding in DTNs is therefore
how to ensure that the data is carried by relays with the
best chance to forward data to the destination within
the time constraint.

The capability for a mobile node to forward data to the

destination is indicated by the data forwarding metric. Some

schemes [22], [2] propose data forwarding metrics by

exploiting the stochastic node contact process based on

experimental and theoretical analysis. Some others [8], [31]

propose metrics based on the prediction of node mobility

and its probability of contacting the destination. However,

the performance of these schemes is limited due to the

randomness of human mobility and thus the low prediction

accuracy.

In contrast, recent research focuses on exploiting the
social contact patterns of human beings for data forwarding
in DTNs [9], [18], [17], because they are more reliable and
less susceptible to the randomness of human mobility.
Based on traces collected at various DTN scenarios such as
university campus and conference sites, social contact
patterns mainly include the following two perspectives:
1) Centrality, which indicates that some nodes are the
common acquaintances of other nodes and thus have better
capabilities of contacting others. 2) Community, which
indicates that people are naturally organized into groups
according to their social relations.

When social contact patterns are exploited, data for-
warding is divided into two stages [18]. First, node
centrality is evaluated at the global scope which includes
all the nodes in the network, to ensure that data is carried
and forwarded by relays with higher capability of contact-
ing other nodes. Second, when a relay contacts a node
within the same community of the destination, data is
forwarded to that community. Afterward, node centrality
is evaluated within the local community scope, and data is
forwarded directly to the destination. In both stages, most of
the current social-aware data forwarding schemes evaluate
the centrality of mobile nodes based on their cumulative
social contact patterns over a long period of time.

We observe that the transient social contact patterns of
mobile nodes during short time periods in DTNs are
usually different from their cumulative contact patterns.
The relays selected by existing schemes, therefore, may not
be the best choices for forwarding data with a short time
constraint. Based on this observation, we improve the
performance of data forwarding by exploiting the transient
social contact patterns from the following perspectives.

. Transient contact distribution, which may be highly
skewed during different time periods. For example,
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a student A may contact his classmate B frequently
in the daytime but not at night, while B’s roommate
C contacts B frequently at night but not in the
daytime. Then, if there is data destined to B, it is
better to deliver the data to A in the daytime, but to
C at night. However, cumulative contact distribu-
tion cannot differentiate these two cases. Thus, we
use transient contact distribution to better represent
the skewness of contact distribution to improve the
performance of data forwarding.

. Transient connectivity (TC), which indicates that some
nodes in DTNs may remain connected with each
other during specific time periods to form transient
connected subnets (TCS). For example, a student
remains connected with his classmates during the
class and they form a TCS during that time period.
Similarly, vehicles form a TCS when they are
waiting for the traffic light at the intersection [32].
A node has “indirect” contacts with all nodes in a
TCS, as long as it directly contacts any node in that
TCS. The contact capability of mobile nodes is then
increased by exploiting these indirect contacts.

. Transient community structure, which indicates that a
node may belong to different communities during
specific time periods. For example, a student A
belongs to the community consisting of his class-
mates during daytime, but belongs to the commu-
nity consisting of his roommates at night. In this
case, to forward data to his classmate, A should
evaluate its centrality within the local scope of his
classmates’ community during daytime. The char-
acteristics of such transient community structure
help us better identify the community boundary,
and then evaluate node centrality at the appro-
priate scope.

The major contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we
formulate the transient social contact patterns of mobile
nodes based on experimental studies of realistic DTN
traces, and the formulations of the three perspectives can be
uniformly represented as a Gaussian function. Second,
based on the transient social contact patterns, we develop
data forwarding metrics to analytically predict the contact
capability of mobile nodes with better accuracy. More
specifically, we analytically evaluate node centrality within
the given scope and time constraint using the transient
contact distribution and transient connectivity. Then, we
determine the appropriate scope for evaluating node
centrality based on the transient community structure.
Through extensive trace-driven simulations, we show that
our approach significantly outperforms existing schemes in
terms of data delivery ratio.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews related work. Section 3 gives a brief overview on
how to exploit transient social contact patterns for data
forwarding. Section 4 formulates the transient social contact
patterns based on experimental observations from realistic
DTN traces. Sections 5 and 6 present our data forwarding
approach in detail. Section 7 evaluates the performance of
our approach by trace-driven simulations and Section 8
concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Research on data forwarding in DTNs originates from
Epidemic routing [30] which floods the network. Later
studies develop forwarding strategies to approach the
performance of Epidemic routing with lower cost, which
is measured by the number of data copies created in the
network. While the most conservative approach [29] always
keeps a single data copy and Spray-and-Focus [28] holds a
fixed number of data copies, most schemes do not limit the
number of data copies and forward data by comparing the
nodes’ data forwarding metrics. In Compare-and-Forward
[10], a relay forward data to another node whose forward-
ing metric is higher than itself. Delegation forwarding [12]
reduces the cost by only forwarding data to the node with
the highest metric.

The data forwarding metric, which measures the nodes’
capability of forwarding data to the destination, is
independent from the data forwarding strategies men-
tioned above. Various metrics can be applied to the same
forwarding strategy for different performance require-
ments, and the metrics can be either destination-specific
or destination-independent. For destination-specific me-
trics, FRESH [10] uses the time elapsed since the last
contact with the destination as the metric, and PROPHET
[22] probabilistically estimates the delivery predictability of
a node to the destination. More schemes use destination-
independent metrics due to the lack of global information
at individual nodes, and data forwarding metric evaluates
the node’s capability of contacting others in the network.
Some schemes predict node contact capability by estimat-
ing their probabilities of meeting each other in different
ways, such as the Kalman filter [8] and semi-Markov
chains [31]. In some other schemes, node contact pattern is
exploited for better prediction accuracy, based on the
experimental [5], [20] and theoretical [4] analysis. The
nodes’ capability of contacting others can be predicted
based on their previous cumulative contact records. For
example, MaxProp [3] estimates the node contact like-
lihood based on the number of contacts in the past.

In all schemes mentioned above, node contact capability
is predicted only based on the direct contacts among mobile
nodes. Contact duration has only been analyzed for the
properties of temporal network topology [6], or has been
considered in case of limited channel bandwidth to
determine the appropriate data transmission order [3], [2],
[21]. Various weighting methods [3], [2] and the willingness
of mobile users [21] are considered to maximize the
bandwidth utilization during the limited contact duration.
However, contact duration has never been studied for
indirect contacts and transient connectivity among nodes,
which can significantly increase the node contact capability.

When social contact patterns are exploited, data for-
warding metric is centrality based, and is generally
destination-independent. Various metrics have been pro-
posed to calculate node centrality. In SimBet [9] and
BUBBLE Rap [18], betweenness [14] is used as the centrality
metric which measures the social importance of a node
facilitating the communication among other nodes. Similar
concept is also exploited in [24]. Gao et al. [17] propose to
use Cumulative Contact Probability (CCP) as the centrality
metric based on the cumulative node contact rates and the
assumption of exponential distribution of pairwise node
intercontact time. Later, Gao and Cao [16] extend CCP to
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the multihop scope. However, node centrality in all these
schemes are evaluated based on the previous cumulative
network knowledge, and none of them investigates the
transient characteristics of node contact patterns. BUBBLE
Rap [18] calculates node betweenness using time window,
but the window length is fixed and not specific for the time
constraint of data forwarding.

Social community structure in DTNs, on the other hand,
is usually used to determine the scope for evaluating node
centrality, and can be detected in a fully distributed manner
in various ways [19]. k-clique-based method [27] enables the
detection of overlapping communities, and modularity-
based method [25] works on weighted network contact
graph. Based on such community detection techniques,
BUBBLE Rap [18] exploited social community structures for
data forwarding. Node centrality is evaluated at various
scopes according to the community boundary of the
destination, and data is, hence, forwarded in a hierarchical
manner. However, the community structure in [18] is
detected based on the cumulative node contact character-
istics, and is considered as fixed during the data forwarding
process. Time-varying community structure is studied in
[7], but is not specifically exploited for data forwarding.
Comparatively, in this paper we exploit multiple perspec-
tives of transient social contact patterns at the fine-grained
scale to improve the effectiveness of data forwarding.

3 OVERVIEW

3.1 The Big Picture

When a node i determines whether to forward its carried
data to another node j, most of current forwarding
strategies in DTNs can be summarized as a uniform
comparison-based framework. i compares a locally main-
tained quantity Qi with j’s data forwarding metric mj, and
only forward data to j if Qi < mj. Different strategies vary
in Qi they use. Compare-and-Forward [10] maintains Qi as
the data forwarding metric of node i, and in Delegation [12]
Qi is the highest forwarding metric among all relays that i
has contacted. The data forwarding metric is generally
independent from the forwarding strategy being used.

In this paper, we focus on developing appropriate data
forwarding metric by exploiting the transient social contact
patterns in DTNs. Our proposed metric is expected to
provide more accurate estimation of node contact capability
within the specific time period, and can be applied to
various data forwarding strategies. Whenever a node i
contacts another node j, our forwarding scheme can be
summarized by Algorithm 1. Data dk carried by node i is

transmitted to node j if j is dk’s destination or within the
community of its destination. Otherwise, the forwarding
metrics of i and j are calculated by exploiting their transient
contact patterns. Data forwarding decision is then made
based on these metrics and the specific forwarding strategy
being used.

Algorithm 1. DataForwarding (i, j)

1 for each data dk that node i carries do

2 If j ¼¼ DstðdkÞ then

3 Node i forward dk to j

4 else if CommunityðjÞ ¼¼ CommunityðDstðdkÞÞ
&& CommunityðiÞ 6¼ CommunityðDstðdkÞÞ then

5 Node i forward dk to j

6 else

7 Calculate the data forwarding metrics mi and mj

for nodes i and j as described in Section 3.3
8 if Qi < mj then

9 Node i forwards dk to j

3.2 Network Model and Assumptions

Opportunistic node contacts in DTNs are described by the
network contact graph GðV ;EÞ, where the stochastic contact
process between a pair of nodes i; j 2 V is modeled as an
edge eij 2 E. We assume that node contacts are symmetric;
i.e., node j contacts i whenever i contacts j, and the network
contact graph is therefore undirected.

Without loss of generality, we consider forwarding one
data item to a specific destination. We assume that the data
size is small, so that it can be carried by any node and can
be completely transmitted during a contact. The considera-
tions of limited node buffer and channel bandwidth are
orthogonal to the major focus of this paper, because they are
irrelevant with the estimations of node contact capability.
More detailed discussions can be found in [15].

3.3 Basic Idea

We exploit the three perspectives of transient contact
patterns described in Section 1 for developing data
forwarding metric. The first two perspectives are exploited
to provide more accurate estimation on the node’s
capability of contacting others within the given scope and
time period, and the third perspective is used to determine
the appropriate scope for such estimation. We consider that
the time constraint for data forwarding is shorter than one
day. In this case, the transient contact patterns of mobile
nodes differ a lot from their cumulative contact patterns,
and should be exploited for improving the effectiveness of
data forwarding.
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Fig. 1. Exploitation of transient social contact patterns.



The basic ideas of exploiting transient social contact
patterns are illustrated in Fig. 1, where relay A at 12:00
carries data with a 6-hour forwarding time constraint,
and needs to determine whether to forward the data to
nodes B or C.

First, transient contact distribution can be exploited for
more accurate estimation about node contact frequency. In
Fig. 1a, we define �it as the transient rate of a node
contacting others during the ith time period in a day, and
list the transient contact rates of nodes during different
time periods. The cumulative contact rate during the
whole day is then calculated as �c ¼

Pn
i¼1ðTi � �itÞ=

Pn
i¼1 Ti,

where Ti is the length of ith time period. Based on the
Compare-and-Forward strategy [10], A forwards data to B
but not C if �c is used as the forwarding metric. However,
considering that the transient contact distribution of B is
skewed and �t of B between 12:00 and 18:00 is essentially
low, C is a better relay than B due to its higher �t during
that time period.

Second, transient connectivity and subsequent indirect
contacts among mobile nodes can also be exploited to
improve the performance of data forwarding. As shown in
Fig. 1b, although C has a higher �t than B, such �t is
calculated by counting only the direct node contacts. In
contrast, node D has transient connectivity with nodes G
and H. By contacting D, node B has indirect contacts with
G and H. Node B therefore has higher contact capability
than node C and is a better relay choice. In Section 5, we
will describe the details of our proposed data forwarding
metric by exploiting the transient contact distribution and
transient connectivity.

Third, for effective data forwarding, the data forwarding
metric needs to be calculated at the appropriate scope
which is determined by the transient community structure.
As shown in Fig. 1c, node C will enter the destination
community at 13:00, but will later leave the community at
15:00 which is far before data expires. As a result, the rate of
node C contacting others needs to be evaluated at both
global and local community scopes during the correspond-
ing time periods, and the contact rate �t during the time
period between 12:00 and 18:00 is hence different from that
in Fig. 1a. Similar case also applies to nodes A and B, and
we can see that neither node B nor C has better contact
capability than node A. In contrast, if transient community
structure is not considered, the �t of node C will be ð2:0þ
3:0� 5Þ=6 ¼ 2:83 and data will be incorrectly forwarded to
C. In general, we conclude that the exploitation of transient
community structure evaluates node contact capability at a
more fine-grained level during the time period for data
forwarding, and we will describe the details of such
exploitation in Section 6.

4 TRACE-BASED PATTERN FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate transient social contact patterns
based on experimental observations from realistic DTN
traces. These patterns are formulated with the daily period,
which has been shown as the dominant period of node
contact patterns in previous trace studies [11], [23], [18].

4.1 Traces

We study the transient social contact patterns on three sets
of DTN traces. These traces record contacts among mobile
devices moving in different environments including con-
ference site (Infocom [18]) and university campus (MIT
Reality [11], UCSD [23]). Devices in these traces are
equipped with Bluetooth or WiFi interfaces. Bluetooth-
enabled devices in the Infocom and MIT Reality traces
periodically detect their peers nearby, and a contact is
recorded when two devices move close to each other. WiFi-
enabled devices in the UCSD trace search for nearby WiFi
Access Points (APs) and associate themselves to the APs
with the best signal strength. A contact is recorded when
two devices are associated to the same AP. As summarized
in Table 1, the traces differ in their scales, detection period,
as well as the contact density and duration.1

4.2 Transient Contact Distribution

For each pair of nodes, we formulate their transient contact
distribution as alternative appearances of “on-period” and
“off-period.” An on-period ½ts; te� consists of a set of node
contacts, which happen consecutively during time period
½ts; te� with intercontact time shorter than Ton. Ton is a
predefined threshold. This pattern formulation is illu-
strated in Fig. 2, where each vertical arrow indicates a
contact. Lon;i (Loff;i) denotes the length of the ith on-period
(off-period). Note that an off-period may last longer than
one day; e.g., a student may not contact his classmates
during the entire weekend.

In our formulation, only the contact process during on-
periods is considered as stable and predictable, and is
exploited to predict future node contact capability. Indivi-
dual contacts happened during off-periods are considered
as random and unpredictable. This formulation is validated
by the skewed contact distribution during different hours
in a day, which is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a of the MIT
Reality trace, over 50 percent of the contacts happen
between 12:00 to 16:00, while only about 7 percent of the
contacts happen between 22:00 to 7:00. Similar distribution
is shown in Figs. 3b and 3c for the UCSD and Infocom
traces. Such skewed distribution shows that most contacts
happen during the on-periods which are generally shorter
than the off-periods, and only few contacts can be found
during the off-periods at random.
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TABLE 1
Trace Summary

Fig. 2. Alternative appearances of on-period and off-period.

1. For any contact with the same starting and ending time, we set its
duration to be a half of the detection period.



We fix Ton ¼ 8 hours and study the distributions of on-
period and off-period lengths. The length of off-period is
restricted in modulus of 24 hours, and the results over all
pairs of nodes are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. We have two
observations. First, the distributions of on-period and off-
period lengths are accurately approximated by normal
distribution, using the mean and variance of the recorded
lengths of on/off-periods as parameters. These parameters

are summarized in Table 2. Second, in Table 2, we have
�on þ �off � 24 hours for all traces, and over 80 percent of
contacts happen during on-periods which occupy less than
30 percent of the total time. These results validate that
transient contact distribution can be formulated as alter-
native appearances of on-period and off-period.

4.3 Transient Connectivity

The transient connectivity of a node is represented by the
size of its Transient Connected Subnet during different time
periods. The TCS of a node i during time period ½t1; t2�
consists of all the nodes that have end-to-end communica-
tion links with node i during that time period.

The temporal change of TCS size is illustrated in Fig. 6
where the lines between nodes indicate contacts. At time t1
(Fig. 6a), node A has indirect contacts2 with nodes C and D
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Fig. 3. Skewed distribution of node contacts.

TABLE 2
Numeric Parameters of on-Period and off-Period

Fig. 4. Distributions of on-period lengths.

Fig. 5. Distributions of off-period lengths.

2. In the rest of this paper, we consider that a node “indirectly contact”
another whenever there is end-to-end communication link between them.



by directly contacting node B, and A’s TCS therefore has

four nodes. Later at time t2 > t1 (Fig. 6b), the TCS size of

node A reduces to 3 because node D moves away and joins

another TCS containing nodes E and F .
The transient connectivity in DTNs depends on the

distribution of contact duration, which is shown in Fig. 7.

In both MIT Reality and UCSD traces, there are a large

portion of contacts with nonnegligible durations. In both

traces, there are a large portion of contacts with non-

negligible durations. In the MIT Reality trace, there are over

20 percent of the contacts with durations longer than

1 hour, and this percentage in the UCSD trace is around

30 percent. There are 7 percent of the contacts in the UCSD

trace with durations longer than 24 hours, and the average

contact duration becomes longer than 10 hours. Compara-

tively, contacts in the Infocom trace have shorter durations,

and there are only 5 percent of the contacts with durations

longer tan 30 minutes.
Nodes that have contacts with long durations have good

chances to maintain transient connectivity with others. To

study transient connectivity, we replay the traces and

calculate the TCS size of each node once every hour to take

the average. The results in Fig. 8 show that the TCS sizes of

over 50 percent of nodes are larger than 3 in the MIT Reality

trace. The transient connectivity is more prevalent in the

UCSD trace. Comparatively, transient connectivity in the
Infocom trace is negligible due to the short contact
durations.

Moreover, Fig. 9 shows that the average TCS size over all
nodes during different time periods in a day can be
accurately approximated by a Gaussian function in the
form of

GðtÞ ¼ A � e�
ðt��Þ2

�2 ; ð1Þ

and the numerical parameters in (1) are listed in Table 3. By
comparing Fig. 9 with Fig. 3, it is easy to see that the TCS
size during a specific time period is proportional to the
amount of contacts happened during that time period.

4.4 Transient Community Structure

A pair of nodes may be within the same community for
some amount of time, and leave the community afterwards.
Hence, we formulate the community relationship between a
pair of nodes as regular appearances of “joint-period,”
during which time the two nodes are within the same
community.

To validate this formulation, we detect the social
community structure in both traces every hour using both
k-clique and modularity community detection methods
[19]. The k-clique method detects a community as the union
of all k-cliques (complete subgraph of size k) on the network
contact graph that can be reached from each other via a
series of adjacent k-cliques. The modularity method
employs the Weighted Network Analysis (WNA) technique
[25] based on the modularity measure proposed in [26]. In
both methods, a trace-dependent community detection
threshold �C is applied to the transient pairwise node
contact rate per hour. We consider that the social commu-
nity structure only exists if there are enough node contacts
in the network exceeding the given threshold �C . Other-
wise, the node contacts are considered as random without
exhibiting any social community characteristic.

Letting Sti denote the set of nodes within the same
community of node i at time t, we evaluate the percentage
of community change of node i during time period ½t1; t2�
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Fig. 6. Illustration of TCS size change.

Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution function of contact durations.

Fig. 8. The average TCS sizes.

Fig. 9. The temporal distributions of the TCS sizes.

TABLE 3
Numeric Parameters on the TCS Size Distribution



using the metric 1� jSt1i \ St2i j=jS
t1
i [ St2i j. The average

percentage of community change over all nodes in the
network during different hours in a day is shown in Fig. 10.
We can see that such percentage in all traces exhibits two
peaks as high as 0.6 for 3-4 hours each, and remains lower
than 0.2 during the rest of time. By comparing Fig. 10
with the transient contact distribution shown in Fig. 3, we
have two observations which essentially support our
formulation of transient community structure. First, the
percentage of community change is low during nighttime,
where there are only few contacts in the network and the
social community structure is occasionally noticeable.
Second, this percentage during daytime is also low when
the number of node contacts remains stable, and its peak
values appear when the number of contacts increases or
decreases rapidly.

We then study the distribution of joint-period over all
pairs of nodes in the network, using the k-clique method for
community detection. From the results shown in Fig. 11, we
can see that the distribution of joint-period can also be
accurately approximated by normal distribution, using the
mean and variance of the recorded lengths of the joint-
periods as parameters. These parameters are summarized
in Table 4. This result is consistent with the formulation of
transient contact distribution in Section 4.2, but the average
length (�co) of joint-period is generally shorter than that
(�on) of on-period. The major reason is that when the
number of contacts increases or decreases, there is transi-
tion period before the social community structure exhibits
noticeable change. Moreover, the low variance (�2

co) of
normal distribution in Table 4 indicates that most nodes are

grouped into few large communities, which is consistent
with the results presented in [18].

In general, we conclude that all the three perspectives of
transient social contact patterns in DTNs can be represented
by uniform formulations based on normal distribution or
Gaussian approximation. This essentially means that
transient social contact patterns exhibit stable and predict-
able characteristics with limited randomness. Such uni-
formity facilitates us to combine different perspectives of
transient contact patterns together and predict node contact
capability for data forwarding.

5 DATA FORWARDING METRIC

When social contact patterns are exploited for data
forwarding in DTNs, the data forwarding metric of a
mobile node is based on the node’s centrality. In this
section, we focus on accurately measuring centrality within
the given scope and time constraint, by exploiting the
transient contact distribution and the transient connectivity.

5.1 Overview

In our approach, we measure node centrality using the
expected number of nodes that it can contact within the
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Fig. 10. Transient community structure indicated by the average percentage of community change.

Fig. 11. Distribution of joint-period.

TABLE 4
Numerical Parameters for the Distribution of Joint-Period



given time constraint based on notations shown in Table 5.
It is easy to see that such metric is time-dependent. Since
the metric of node i is calculated every time when a relay
decides whether to forward data to i, we use Ci to indicate
the metric of node i at time tc without any loss of
generality.
Ci is calculated in an accumulative manner, such that

Ci ¼
X
j2N

cij; ð2Þ

where N denotes the set of nodes within the given scope for
evaluating i’s centrality, and cij indicates the expected
number of nodes that i can contact within the time
constraint by contacting another node j. We define cii � 0.
We will focus on how to calculate cij in the rest of this
section.

If we only consider direct contacts among nodes, cij is
equivalent to the probability for node i to contact node j
before te. We calculate this pairwise contact probability by
exploiting the transient contact distribution of nodes i and
j. The basic idea is to calculate this probability only based
on contact process during on-periods.

The node contact capability is further improved by
considering the indirect contacts among nodes. cij is then
defined as the expected number of nodes that i can contact
in j’s TCS. This expected number of nodes can be
predicted based on the transient connectivity of node j.
Particularly, by taking indirect contacts into account, a
relay can decide whether to forward data to a node as long
as they are within the same TCS. If a relay and the
destination are within the same TCS, the data can be
delivered to the destination immediately via multi-hop
transmission within that TCS, and the data delivery ratio
therefore can be improved.

5.2 Characterization of Transient Contact Patterns

Each node characterizes its transient contact patterns in
real time according to formulations in Section 4. First, for
each pair of nodes i and j, the parameters of their on-
period and off-period are updated every time they directly
contact each other. The update process is described in
Algorithm 2 for the case that i contacts j at time tc, based
on notations shown in Table 5. The quantities Non, Noff , Con

and Lon are initialized as 0 when the network starts. tls is
initialized as 0 and tle is initialized as a small positive real
number to ensure that the first contact between i and j
starts an on-period.

Algorithm 2. Updating On/Off-Periods (i, j, tc)
1 if tc � tl � Ton then // In an on-period

2 Con  Con þ 1

3 � Con=ðLon þ tc � tlsÞ
4 if tls < tle then // New on-period

5 �old  �off

6 �off  �off �Noffþtl�tle
Noffþ1

7 �2
off  

Noff ð�2
off
þ�2

oldÞþðtl�tleÞ
2

Noffþ1 � �2
off

8 Noff  Noff þ 1

9 tls  tl
10 if tc � tl > Ton then // In an off-period

11 if tls > tle then // New off-period

12 �old  �on

13 �on  �on�Nonþtl�tls
Nonþ1

14 �2
on  

Noff ð�2
onþ�2

old
Þþðtl�tlsÞ2

Nonþ1 � �2
on

15 Non  Non þ 1

16 tle  tl
17 Lon  Lon þ tle � tls
18 tl  tc

Second, each node detects its TCS whenever it directly
contacts another node, by broadcasting a detecting beacon
message. In order to detect the TCS in a multihop range,
such message is broadcasted among the nodes within the
TCS, and each node having received the message acknowl-
edges to the original sender. Transient connectivity is then
updated by Gaussian curve fitting based on the recorded
TCS sizes during different hours. The time needed for
transmitting a beacon message is generally much shorter
than the contact duration, and the transient connectivity
hence can be accurately characterized. Since the broad-
casting of beacon messages is only triggered by node
contact events, and the sizes of beacon messages and
acknowledgements are very small, such TCS detection only
produces little data transmission overhead.

5.3 Pairwise Contact Probability

According to the formulation of transient contact distribu-
tion in Section 4.2, only the contact process during on-
periods is stable and predictable, and the probability pij
for node i to contact node j during ðtc; te� is calculated
based on the past contact records during the on-periods
between node i and j. Since the time period ðtc; te� in this
paper is shorter than one day, node j can be contacted by
node i during ðtc; te� in the following two cases:

1. tc is within an on-going on-period which continues
after tc, as illustrated in Fig. 12a.

2. tc is within an on-going off-period, but the next on-
period will start before te, as illustrated in Fig. 12b.

In general, a predictable contact only occurs if at least
one on-period overlaps with ðtc; te�, and the occurrence
probability is proportional to the overlapping length. In the
first case, we estimate the remaining duration ðtc; tle� of
the current on-period after tc, and in the second case we
predict the starting time tns of the next on-period after tc. In
contrast, node i and j will not contact during ðtc; te� in the
case illustrated by Fig. 12c, where ðtc; te� is totally included
in an off-period.
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TABLE 5
Notations



The three cases illustrated in Fig. 12 are complete and
mutually exclusive for predictable contacts. Therefore, we
have pij ¼ pð1Þij þ p

ð2Þ
ij , where p

ð1Þ
ij and p

ð2Þ
ij are the contact

occurrence probabilities for the cases 1 and 2, respectively.
As a prerequisite, we define pcðt1; t2Þ as the probability that
node i and node j contact during the time period ½t1; t2�
within an on-period. Since the contact process between
node i and j during on-periods is considered as stable and
predictable, we assume that this contact process is a
homogeneous Poisson process with the parameter �, which
is updated at real time according to Algorithm 2. As a
result, we have

pcðt1; t2Þ ¼ 1� e��ðt2�t1Þ: ð3Þ

5.3.1 Case 1

For 8tle 2 ðtc; te�, node i has the probability pcðtc; tleÞ to
contact node j. Therefore, due to the memoryless nature of
Poisson process we have

p
ð1Þ
ij ¼

Z T

0

pcð0; T Þ � fonðtÞdt; ð4Þ

where T ¼ te � tc, and fonðtÞ is the Probability Density
Function (PDF) of the distribution of the on-period length
between node i and j, such that

fonðtÞ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2�
p

�on

� e�
ðtþtc�tls��onÞ2

2�2
on : ð5Þ

By substituting (3) and (5) into (4), we have

p
ð1Þ
ij ¼

1

�
ffiffiffi
�
p �

Z T

0

ð1� e��tÞ � e�
ðt��Þ2

�2 dt

¼ 1

2
erf

T � �
�

� �
þ erf

�

�

� ��
� e1

4�
2�2���

� erf
��2 þ 2T � 2�

2�

� �
� erf

��2 � 2�

2�

� �� ��
;

ð6Þ

where � ¼ �on þ tls � tc, � ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

�on, and erfðxÞ is the
Gaussian error function [1].

5.3.2 Case 2

Similarly, we have

p
ð2Þ
ij ¼ IPðtle < tcÞ �

Z T

0

�
1� e��ðT�tÞ

�
� foffðtÞdt;

where

foffðtÞ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2�
p

�off

e
�ðtþtc�tle��off Þ

2

2�2
off

and

IPðtle < tcÞ ¼ �
tc � tls � �on

�on

� �

with �ðxÞ indicating the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of standard normal distribution. Therefore,

p
ð2Þ
ij ¼

� � ðtc�tls��on

�on
Þ

�
ffiffiffi
�
p �

Z T

0

�
1� e��ðT�tÞ

�
� e�

ðt��Þ2

�2 dt

¼ 1

2
� � tc � tls � �on

�on

� �
�
�

erf
T � �
�

� �

þ erf
�

�

� �
� e1

4�
2�2��ðT��Þ �

�
erf

��2 þ 2�

2�

� �

� erf
��2 þ 2�� 2T

2�

� ���
;

ð7Þ

where � ¼ �off þ tle � tc, � ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

�off .

5.4 Exploiting Transient Connectivity

We improve the node contact capability by considering the
indirect contacts among nodes within the same TCS, and we
estimate cij by applying the transient connectivity of node j
to the two cases analyzed in Section 5.3.

In Section 4.3, the change of the TCS size of node j

during different hours in a day is described by the
Gaussian function

NGðtÞ ¼ AG � e
�ðt��GÞ

2

�2
G :

Hence, for Case 1 in Section 5.3, (4) is rewritten as

c
ð1Þ
ij ¼

Z T

0

pcð0; T Þ �NGðtÞ � fonðtÞdt:

Since transient contact distribution and transient con-
nectivity are represented in uniform forms of Gaussian
function, and the set of Gaussian functions is closed under
multiplication, we have c

ð1Þ
ij ¼ A � p

ð1Þ
ij , where p

ð1Þ
ij takes the

similar form as in (6), with the only difference that

� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
��2

on � �2
G

��2
on þ �2

G

s
; ð8Þ

� ¼ �
2
G ��on þ ��2

on�G
�2
G þ ��2

on

; ð9Þ

and
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Fig. 12. Cases of predictable node contacts.



A ¼ AG � e
�ð�G���onÞ2

�2
G
þ��2

on ; ð10Þ

where ��on ¼ �on þ tls � tc, ��on ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

�on.

Similarly for Case 2 in Section 5.3, c
ð2Þ
ij ¼ A � p

ð2Þ
ij . Note that

p
ð2Þ
ij takes the similar form as in (7), and the quantities ��off ¼
�off þ tle�tc and ��off¼

ffiffiffi
2
p

�off are used to substitute ��on and

��on in (8), (9), and (10). Finally, we have cij¼cð1Þij þc
ð2Þ
ij .

5.5 Analysis on Prediction Error

The prediction error on node contact capability mainly
comes from the node contact randomness in the following
two perspectives, which may not follow the node contact
patterns.

5.5.1 Unclassifiable Contacts

We cannot classify a contact into one of the two cases shown
in Fig. 12, if it happens in the case shown in Fig. 13. Such a
contact is the last one happened before tc, but does not
belong to the last recorded on-period. Hence, we cannot
determine whether this contact starts a new on-period, or it
just happens at random during the off-period starting at tle.
Especially when tc � tle approaches �off , the calculation of
contact probability for either case in Fig. 12 may produce
nonnegligible prediction error.

5.5.2 Long Off-Periods

In practice, the lengths of some off-periods may exceed
24 hours. For example, two classmates may have no contact
during weekend. The long off-period affects the prediction
accuracy of Case 2 in Fig. 12, by postponing the next on-
period to happen after te.

Nevertheless, the results in Section 4.2 show that the
alternative appearances of on-period and off-period accu-
rately fit the daily period, and over 80 percent of node
contacts happen during on-periods. Therefore, the unclas-
sifiable contacts and long off-periods are only occasionally
found among the nodes with low contact frequency. Since
in our approach data is mainly forwarded among the nodes
with high contact frequency, the aforementioned prediction
error can be effectively eliminated.

6 EXPLOITING TRANSIENT COMMUNITY STRUCTURE

When social community structure is exploited, node
centrality is evaluated at various scopes for data forward-
ing. More specifically, the centrality of a mobile node is
evaluated at the global scope before data is forwarded into
the community of the destination, but is evaluated at the
local scope of the destination community afterwards.3 As

illustrated in Section 3, a node may be within the
destination community only during specific time periods,
i.e., its community relationship with the destination may
change during the time period ðtc; te� for data forwarding.
As a result, the scope for evaluating node centrality during
ðtc; te� needs to be appropriately determined based on the
characteristics of transient community structure.

We assume that a node i is within the destination
community during the joint-period ½t1; t2� which overlaps
with the time constraint ðtc; te� for data forwarding. The
three possible cases of such overlapping are illustrated in
Fig. 14, where the set Ng includes all nodes in the network
and Nd includes all nodes in the destination community at
time t1. As illustrated in Fig. 14, letting cijðt1; t2;NÞ denote
the expected number of nodes in N that i can contact during
½t1; t2� by contacting node j, the centrality of node i can be
evaluated as

Ci ¼
t1 � tc
T
� 1

jNgj
�
X
j2Ng

cijðtc; t1;NgÞ

þ t2 � t1
T
� 1

jNdj
�
X
j2Nd

cijðt1; t2;NdÞ

þ te � t2
T
� 1

jNgj
�
X
j2Ng

cijðt2; te;NgÞ;

ð11Þ

where T ¼ te � tc, and cijðt1; t2;NÞ is calculated as de-
scribed in Section 5. Note that in (11), the centrality of node i
is calculated in a normalized manner due to the difference
in the sizes of Ng and Nd. Equation (11) corresponds to the
case shown in Fig. 14b. When t1 < tc or t2 > te, the first or
third term in (11) becomes zero accordingly.

In our approach, each node in the network periodically
detects its community members using the distributed
community detection methods proposed in [19], so as to
maintain the node set Nd at real time. Based on the
formulation of transient community structure in Section 4.4,
t1 is fixed according to the recorded information about
joint-periods with the destination in the past, and t2 is a
random variable follows normal distribution described by
the PDF

fcoðtÞ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2�
p

�co

� e�
ðt�ðt1þ�coÞÞ2

2�2
co ;
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Fig. 13. Illustration of an unclassifiable contact.

Fig. 14. Cases of overlapping between joint-period ½t1; t2� and the time
constraint ðtc; te� for data forwarding.

3. The destination may belong to multiple communities simultaneously.
However, the centrality of a node belonging to one of destination
communities is only evaluated within the corresponding local community
scope.



and hence the centrality of node i can be calculated as

Ci ¼
t1 � tc
T
� 1

jNgj
�
X
j2Ng

cijðtc; t1;NgÞ

þ
Z te

t1

fcoðtÞ �
t� t1
T
� 1

jNdj
�
X
j2Nd

cijðt1; t;NdÞdt

þ
Z te

t1

fcoðtÞ �
te � t
T
� 1

jNgj
�
X
j2Ng

cijðt; te;NgÞdt:

ð12Þ

The integrations in (12) generally can only be solved
using numeric methods, but the computation can be
simplified when the overlapping between ½t1; t2� and
ðtc; te� falls into the first and third cases shown in Fig. 14.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we compare the performance of our data
forwarding approach with existing data forwarding
schemes.

7.1 Simulation Setup

Our evaluations are performed on the DTN traces
described in Section 4.1. We first randomize the data
generation time, and then randomly pick data sources and
destinations among the nodes with nonzero contacts within
the time constraint.4 This method ensures nonnegligible
delivery ratio during the short time constraint, and is
applied to all the forwarding schemes for fair comparison.
The transient social contact patterns are characterized in
real time as described in Section 5.2, and each node detects
its community structure periodically using the modularity
method [19] in a distributed manner.

We evaluate the performance of our approach in terms
of data delivery ratio and forwarding cost. The forwarding
cost is measured by the number of data copies created in
the network. Data delivery delay is not considered as long
as the data can be delivered on time, and the cost for
distributed community detection is negligible as suggested
in [18]. Each experiment is repeated 500 times for statistical
convergence.

We compare our data forwarding metric with the
following existing metrics:

. Contact counts (CC). It is calculated cumulatively
since the network starts. It is used in [3].

. Betweenness. The social importance of a node
facilitating communication among others. It was
used in SimBet [9] and BUBBLE Rap [18] for social-
based data forwarding.

. Cumulative contact probability [17]. the probability
of a node contacting others based on its cumulative
contact rates.

These data forwarding metrics are applied to the following
forwarding strategies. The performance of Epidemic rout-
ing is also evaluated as a basic benchmark.

. Compare-and-forward. It has been used in FRESH
[10], where a relay forwards data to the node whose
forwarding metric is higher than itself.

. Delegation forwarding [12]. each relay records the
highest value of the data forwarding metric it has
ever seen, and only forward data to the nodes whose
forwarding metric is higher than the recorded
highest value.

. Spray. The maximum number of data copies in the
network is fixed as K. The source forwards data to
K nodes, such that for 8j 2 ½1; KÞ the ðjþ 1Þth node
has a higher forwarding metric than the jth node.
Each relay then follows the Compare-and-Forward
strategy, and deletes its local data copy after having
forwarded data to another node. This strategy can
generally be considered as an extension of Spray-
and-Focus [28].

We also compare the performance of our scheme with
BUBBLE Rap [18] in which social community structure is
characterized based on the cumulative network knowledge.

7.2 Performance Comparisons

We first evaluate the data forwarding performance of our
approach with the Compare-and-Forward strategy. For
fairness, indirect contacts are exploited in all schemes for
comparison, such that data is delivered from a relay to the
destination as long as they indirectly contact each other.

The results are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Generally
speaking, our approach achieves higher data delivery ratio.
When the time constraint (T ) is short, the transient contact
characteristics differ more from their cumulative character-
istics, and the advantage of our approach is larger. In the
MIT Reality trace, when T < 3 hours, our approach
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4. The data source/destination contact at least one another node in the
network during the time constraint for data forwarding.

Fig. 15. Delivery ratio with the compare-and-forward strategy.



achieves similar delivery ratio with that of Epidemic, and
performs over 100 percent better than CCP. The perfor-
mance of other forwarding metrics, including CC and
Betweenness, is lower because they only consider cumula-
tive effects. Similar results can also be found for the UCSD
and Infocom traces. On the other hand, when T becomes
longer, the transient and cumulative node contact char-
acteristics become consistent, and the advantage of our
approach decreases accordingly. Nevertheless, with a long
time period of 12 hours, our approach still performs at least
20 percent better in all traces.

We notice that BUBBLE Rap outperforms other schemes

due to the exploitation of social community structures, but
its performance is still 20-30 percent lower than that of our

approach. The reasons for such performance difference
are two-fold. First, BUBBLE Rap uses Betweenness as the
forwarding metric, which is unable to accurately estimate

the pairwise node contact probability. Second, BUBBLE
Rap considers the social community structure in the
network as static, and hence may calculate node centrality

based on an incorrect scope when the community structure
changes over time.

Fig. 16 shows that the forwarding cost of our approach is
generally more than 20 percent lower than that of other
schemes. When T becomes longer, the data source and
relays have higher chance to contact other nodes, and the
forwarding cost increases accordingly in all schemes.

7.3 Impact of Transient Contact Distribution

In our approach, transient contact distribution is exploited
to estimate the pairwise node contact probability, and

therefore has impacts on the performance of data
forwarding.

7.3.1 Different Values of Ton

We first evaluate the impact of the on-period detection
threshold Ton. In Section 4.2, Ton is fixed as 8 hours, which is
validated by Fig. 17 as optimal. The delivery ratio decreases
when Ton deviates from 8 hours, and this decrease is related
to the time constraint TL. The delivery ratio is more
sensitive to the change of Ton when TL is small. As shown
in Fig. 17, in case of TL ¼ 3 hours, the delivery ratio
decreases by 50-75 percent when the value of Ton changes to
the smallest (1 hour) or the largest (20 hours). When TL
increases to 12 hours, the delivery ratio only decreases by
15-25 percent in similar cases.

7.3.2 Excluding Transient Connectivity

To evaluate the stand-alone impact of transient contact
distribution on data forwarding, we exclude the considera-
tion of transient connectivity and indirect contacts from our
approach. More specifically, we calculate the data forward-
ing metric Ci of node i only based on its pairwise contact
probabilities pij calculated in Section 5.3. We compare the
performance of our approach to the CCP forwarding metric
with the Delegation forwarding strategy.

The results are shown in Fig. 18. When data forwarding
is only based on the direct contacts among nodes, the
delivery ratio of both our approach and CCP decrease
accordingly, due to the reduction on the nodes’ capability
of contacting others. The amount of such reduction
depends on the characteristics of TC in different traces,
which have been investigated in Section 4.3. The delivery
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Fig. 16. Forwarding cost with the compare-and-forward strategy.

Fig. 17. Impact of different values of Ton.



ratio in the UCSD trace is reduced by up to 30 percent
when TC is excluded, and this result is consistent with the
large values of TCS size in the UCSD trace. Comparatively,
the exclusion of TC only reduces the delivery ratio in the
Infocom trace by less than 10 percent, due to the short
contact duration in the Infocom trace.

Nevertheless, Fig. 18 shows that our approach still
outperforms CCP by 30-50 percent when T < 6 hours. This
result shows that our approach provides more accurate
estimation on pairwise node contacts, compared to CCP
which is based on the cumulative node contacts.

7.3.3 Two Cases for Predicting Contacts

In Section 5.3, future node contacts are predicted in two
cases, and we evaluate the impact of each case on the
performance of data forwarding. Whenever a relay
contacts the destination, we classify this contact into one
of the two cases.

The results are shown in Fig. 19. When T is short
(<3 hours), over 70 percent of successful data delivery
benefits from contacts of Case 1, which indicates that an on-
going on-period will continue in the future. The accuracy of
predicting the future on-period occurrences, which corre-
sponds to Case 2, is generally low during such a short time
period. When the time constraint increases, the prediction
accuracy of Case 2 can be significantly improved, and
therefore the importance of the two cases on successful data
delivery is gradually balanced.

7.4 Impact of Transient Community Structure

In this section, we evaluate the impact of exploiting
transient community structure on data forwarding. When

the scope of evaluating node centrality is determined by the
static community structure, Fig. 20 shows that the delivery
ratio of our approach decreases by up to 20 percent. This
decrease is negligible when T is small, but quickly becomes
larger when T increases. The major reason is that data is
mainly forwarded within the local community when T
is small, and hence node centrality is only evaluated with
the local community scope.

We further evaluate the impact of different community
detection methods, including both k-clique and modularity
methods proposed in [19], on data forwarding using the
MIT Reality trace. For the k-clique method, we set k ¼ 4 as
suggested by [18] and set the community detection thresh-
old as 20 percent of the highest pairwise contact rate. For
the modularity method, we use the weighted modularity
which is extended from [26]. The results are shown in
Fig. 21. In general, the two community detection methods
lead to similar level of forwarding cost, but the modularity
method is more effective in improving the data delivery
ratio. Such difference is negligible when T is shorter, but
can be up to 15 percent when T is large.

We also evaluate the impact of exploiting transient
community structure on different data forwarding strate-
gies as shown in Fig. 22. We set K ¼ 5 for the Spray
strategy. In general, Delegation has the best cost-effective-
ness when transient community structure is exploited,
because it achieves similar delivery ratio with that of
Compare-and-Forward and has much lower forwarding
cost. Comparatively, Spray is less effective because the
allowed K relays cannot be satisfied in most cases due to
the limited node contact capability.
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Fig. 19. Impacts of the two cases for predicting contacts on data delivery ratio.

Fig. 18. Data forwarding performance with the Delegation forwarding strategy.



8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose effective forwarding metrics to
improve the performance of data forwarding in DTNs, by
exploiting the transient social contact patterns. We formulate
these patterns based on experimental observations from
realistic DTN traces, and exploit these patterns for more
accurate prediction on the node contact capability. Through
extensive trace-driven experiments, we show that our
approach significantly improves the data delivery ratio,
while keeping similar forwarding cost with existing schemes.
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